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Molecular pathogenesis of oral squamous
carcinoma
H K Williams

Abstract
Oral squamous carcinogenesis is a multistep process in which multiple genetic
events occur that alter the normal functions of oncogenes and tumour suppressor
genes. This can result in increased production of growth factors or numbers of
cell surface receptors, enhanced intracellular messenger signalling, and/or increased production of transcription
factors. In combination with the loss of
tumour suppressor activity, this leads to a
cell phenotype capable of increased cell
proliferation, with loss of cell cohesion,
and the ability to infiltrate local tissue and
spread to distant sites. Recent advances in
the understanding of the molecular control of these various pathways will allow
more accurate diagnosis and assessment
of prognosis, and might lead the way for
more novel approaches to treatment and
prevention.
(J Clin Pathol: Mol Pathol 2000;53:165–172)
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Squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck
is the sixth most common human malignancy,
although it only accounts for 2% of all cancers
in Western populations.1 However, the incidence of head and neck cancer, in particular
tumours of the larynx and oral cavity, are
increasing in developed countries, with the
increase of risk being seen in younger people,
particularly young women.2 Despite therapeutic changes survival remains poor, mainly
because of the increased risk of developing a
second malignancy, which can be a second primary carcinoma.3 4
Cytogenetics of oral cancer
Oral carcinogenesis is a multistep process in
which genetic events lead to the disruption of
the normal regulatory pathways that control
basic cellular functions including cell division,
diVerentiation, and cell death. Several studies
have shown that there is a genetic component
in the development of carcinoma. These
include reports of the occurrence of familial
aggregations of cancer, including oral cancer,
with carcinomas developing at a younger age.5 6
An increased risk of oral squamous carcinoma
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has also been detected among relatives outside
the immediate family of patients with
squamous cell carcinoma. Several studies have
demonstrated a higher risk for multiple primary tumours in patients from families where
more than one relative has had squamous carcinoma of the upper aerodigestive tract.7–9
Whether patients develop single site oral
cancer or multiple site oral cancer, much
evidence has accumulated to suggest that multiple genetic events lead to oral cancer, with
around six to 10 genetic events believed to
result in oral carcinogenesis. However, the
importance of both the known gene alterations
and as yet unidentified oncogenes and tumour
suppressor
genes
is
still
not
fully
understood.10 11 Genetic alterations known to
occur during carcinogenesis including point
mutations, amplifications, rearrangements, and
deletions. Point mutations (single base
changes) can lead to overactivity or inactivity of
gene products. These are common in genes
such as K-ras and p53. Amplifications and
rearrangements have frequently been reported
in malignant neoplasms, with both amplification and rearrangement aVecting excitatory
pathway genes, whereas rearrangement can
also inactivate inhibitory pathway genes.11
Several studies have identified specific genetic alterations in oral carcinomas and in premalignant lesions of the oral cavity. Recently,
using comparative genomic hybridisation on
50 primary head and neck carcinomas, Bockmuhl and colleagues reported deletions of
chromosome 3p, 5q, and 9p with 3q gain in
well diVerentiated tumours, whereas in poorly
diVerentiated tumours deletions of 4q, 8p, 11q,
13q, 18q, and 21q and gains in 1p, 11q, 13, 19,
and 22q were identified, thus suggesting an
association with tumour progression.12 With
the development of molecular techniques, such
as microsatellite assays and restriction fragment length polymorphism, it has been shown
that allelic imbalance of chromosomal 9p is the
most common chromosomal arm loss in head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma.
Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) was reported
at 9p21–p22 in 72% of tumours.13 More
recently, Partridge and colleagues identified
five areas in the region of allelic imbalance at
chromosome 3p that might harbour tumour
suppressor genes, along with two areas at 8p
and 9p, respectively.14 These authors also
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eration, include cyclin D, E, and A, which
regulate the G1 to S phase transition, and cyclin B, which regulates the G2 to M
transition.24 25
The cyclin D1 gene is frequently overexpressed in oral cancers as a result of amplification of the 11q13 region.26 Overexpression of
cyclin A has been reported in oral carcinomas,
with the increase in expression being associated
with tumour grade.27 Cyclin B was also
reported to be overexpressed, with increased
cytoplasmic staining compared with nuclear
staining in normal cells. Cyclin B1 binds to
protein kinase p34cdc2 in the cytoplasm of the
dividing cells, and the complex is transported
to the nucleus at the G2 to M transition.22 This
suggests that frequent abnormalities in cyclin
B/p34cdc2 kinetics in oral carcinomas lead to
deregulation of the G2 to M transition.
Oncogenes
Oncogenes are altered growth promoting regulatory genes that govern the cells’ signal transduction pathways,28 and mutation of these
genes leads to either overproduction or increased function of the excitatory proteins.28
Although oncogenes alone are not suYcient to
transform epithelial cells, they appear to be
important initiators of the process, and are
known to cause cellular changes through
mutation of only one gene copy.10
Several oncogenes have been implicated in
oral carcinogenesis. Aberrant expression of the
proto-oncogene epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR/c-erb 1), members of the ras
gene family, c-myc, int-2, hst-1, PRAD-1, and
bcl-1 is believed to contribute towards cancer
development.11
Deregulation of growth factors occurs during oral carcinogenesis through increased production and autocrine stimulation.29 30 Aberrant expression of transforming growth factor á
(TGF-á) is reported to occur early in oral carcinogenesis, first in hyperplastic epithelium,
and later in the carcinoma within the inflammatory cell infiltrate, especially the eosinophils,
surrounding the infiltrating epithelium. TGF-á
stimulates cell proliferation by binding to
EGFR in an autocrine and paracrine fashion.31
TGF-á is believed to stimulate angiogenesis
and has been reported to be found in “normal”
oral mucosa in patients who subsequently
develop a second primary carcinoma.32 33
EGFR, the biological receptor of EGF and
TGF-á is frequently overexpressed in oral
cancers,30 34 and this was found to be the result
of EGFR gene amplification in 30% of oral
cancers.35 It has been suggested that overexpression of the EGF receptor is often accompanied by the production of its ligands, TGF-á
and EGF. The interaction of the receptor and
its ligands initiates a cascade of events,
translating extracellular signals through the cell
membrane and triggering intrinsic tyrosine
kinase activity. Mutations of genes encoding
growth factor receptors can result in an
increased number of receptors, or the production of a continuous ligand independent
mitogenic signal. Gene amplification and
increased numbers of EGF receptors in oral
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identified significantly greater allelic imbalance
in patients with TNM stage 4 disease compared with stages 1–3. Allelic imbalance at one
or more loci within 3p24–26, 3p21, 3p13, and
9p21 was associated with reduced survival,
with a 25 fold increase in mortality rate with
allelic imbalance at 3p24–26, 3p21, and 9p21
compared with patients retaining heterozygosity at these loci.15
Allelic loss of 3p and 9p and other regions
containing tumour suppressor genes has also
been reported in precursor lesions of oral cancer showing varying degrees of dysplasia compared with normal epithelium.16 Allelic loss or
imbalance at p53, DCC (deleted in colon carcinoma), and regions at 3p21.30–22, and
3p12.1–13 were reported, with LOH at DCC
shown to occur in areas of dysplasia adjacent to
infiltrating carcinoma. This suggested that loss
at this locus might be a later event, whereas
LOH at 3p and p53 were more frequent in
those dysplastic lesions that recurred.17 These
authors also demonstrated that in those
dysplastic lesions that recurred, allelic imbalance was present in the initial lesion and that
allelic imbalance increased as the carcinoma
developed.17 More recently, these researchers
reported allelic loss in 77% of premalignant
lesions similar to that found in oral carcinomas,
with 55% of cases showing microsatellite
instability.18 These patients carried a 73%
probability of developing oral squamous carcinoma within five years; the authors concluded
that determining the number of genetic abnormalities in potentially malignant lesions can
help identify those patients at risk and who may
benefit from chemoprevention, such as retinoic
acid derivatives, which may reduce the incidence of transformation of premalignant lesions or help prevent the development of a second primary tumour in the upper digestive
tract.18 19
Chromosome breakpoints are frequently
seen in centromeric regions of chromosomes 1,
3, 8, 14, 15, 1p22, 11q13, and 19p13. Because
genes bcl-1, int-2, and hst-1 have been mapped
to 11q13 and n-ras to 11q13, it has been suggested that activation of these oncogenes is the
result of these cytogenic alterations.11 20
Approximately two thirds of all head and
neck cancers contain a deleted region in chromosome 9p21–22. The cyclin dependent
kinase inhibitor 2/multiple tumour suppressor
gene 1 (CDKN2/MTSI) has been mapped to
this chromosome region, and inactivation of its
protein product p16INK4 by mutation and deletion has been found in 10% and 33% of head
and neck squamous carcinomas, respectively,
along with frequent inactivation of p16 in oral
premalignant lesions. This suggests an important role for this gene in the early stages of oral
carcinogenesis.21 Cyclins, cyclin dependant
kinases (CDKs), and cyclin dependent kinase
inhibitors regulate progress through key transitions in the cell cycle. p16INK4 binds to and
inhibits phosphorylation of pRb by the cyclin
dependent kinases CDK4 and CDK6.22 23
Other proteins that regulate crucial checkpoints in the cell cycle, and which are
important contributors to increased cell prolif-
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studies are needed to determine the genetic
status of these oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes,4 and to measure the concentrations
of the proteins, to determine possible controlling pathways in the development of these oral
cancers (HK Williams et al, unpublished
results, 1999).
The PRAD-1 gene located on 11q13 encodes cyclin D, which together with the Rb
gene product controls the G1 to S transition of
the cell cycle. The PRAD-1 gene is amplified in
30–50% of head and neck cancers. Amplification of PRAD-1 is correlated with cytological
grade, infiltrative growth pattern, and
metastases.50 51
The hst-1/int-2 gene encodes a protein that
is homologous to fibroblast growth factor,52
and which in oral cancers has been shown to be
involved in tumour growth,53 and to have angiogenic activity.54 This gene maps to human
chromosome 11q13.3, which is coamplified
with int-2 in some cancers.52. Lese et al, in
1995, reported coamplification of the int-2 and
hst-1 genes in oral squamous carcinomas, and
other authors have suggested that this coamplification in head and neck squamous carcinomas is associated with tumour recurrence and
progression of disease.55 56
Int-2 amplification has also been described
in premalignant lesions adjacent to neoplasia,
both in areas of dysplasia and hyperplasia,
which suggests that int-2 can be amplified
before tumour development.
Tumour suppressor genes
Oncogenes alone are not suYcient to cause
oral cancer and appear to be initiators of the
process. The crucial event in the transformation of a premalignant cell to a malignant cell is
inactivation of cellular negative regulators—
tumour suppressor genes—and is regarded to
be a major event leading to the development of
malignancy. Tumour suppressor genes are
most often inactivated by point mutations,
deletions, and rearrangements in both gene
copies.57–59
There has been much research on the
tumour suppressor gene p53. The p53 protein
blocks cell division at the G1 to S boundary,
stimulates DNA repair after DNA damage, and
also induces apoptosis. These functions are
achieved by the ability of p53 to modulate the
expression of several genes.59 The p53 protein
transcriptionally activates the production of the
p21 protein, encoded by the WAF1/CIP gene,
p21 being an inhibitor of cyclin and cyclin
dependant kinase complexes.60 p21 transcription is activated by wild-type p53 but not
mutant p53.61 However, WAF1/CIP expression
is also induced by p53 independent pathways
such as growth factors, including platelet
derived growth factor, fibroblast growth factor,
and transforming growth factor â.62 Wild-type
p53 has a very short half life (four to five
minutes),63 whereas mutant forms of protein
are more stable, with a six hour half life.64
Mutation of p53 occurs either as a point
mutation, which results in a structurally altered
protein that sequesters the wild-type protein,
thereby inactivating its suppressor activity, or
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cancers are associated with the degree of
diVerentation and aggressiveness of the
tumours.33 36 Oral squamous carcinomas overexpressing EGFR have been shown to exhibit a
greater response to chemotherapy, compared
with EGFR negative tumours. This is presumably because of the higher proliferative activity
in the tumours overexpressing EGFR, leading
to a higher sensitivity to cytotoxic drugs,37 and
current data suggest that the therapeutic application of antibodies directed against EGF
receptors might be useful in the treatment of
premalignant and malignant lesions.38
During oral carcinogenisis, intracellular
messengers might also be intrinsically activated, thereby overriding the necessity for
ligand–receptor regulated signals.39 Among the
genes involved in intracellular signalling pathways, members of the ras family have been
examined in oral cancers. H-ras, K-ras, and
N-ras all encode the protein p21, which is
located on the cytoplasmic membrane of the
cell membrane, and which transmits mitogenic
signals by binding GTP. The mitogenic signal
is terminated by the conversion of GTP to
GDP by hydrolysis, but when the ras oncogene
is mutated this conversion can be prevented,
thus leading to continuous stimulation.11
Some studies have indicated that members
of the ras oncogene family are overexpressed in
oral cancers.40–42 Although loss of control of
N-ras might be an early step in carcinogenisis
in oral cancers, with increased expression
occurring early in dysplastic lesions, ras mutations are uncommon in the progression of oral
cancers in the Western world, occurring in less
than 5% of all cases.41 42 In contrast, 55% of lip
cancers have H-ras mutation43 and H-ras
mutation occurs in 35% of oral cancers in the
Asian population, where it is especially associated with betel nut chewing.44 45
Transcription factors that activate other
genes are also activated in oral cancer. The
functional activity of many of these proteins is
regulated by receptor activated second messenger pathways, and neutralisation of these genes
could result in a cell cycle block, preventing
mitogenic and diVerentiation responses to
growth factors. Among these genes c-myc,
which helps regulate cell proliferation, is
frequently overexpressed in oral cancers as a
result of gene amplification.46 47 Overexpression
is frequently associated with poorly diVerentiated tumours,11 although more recently c-myc
has been shown to be overexpressed in moderate and well diVerentiated oral carcinomas, in
which cell proliferation far outweighed the
number of apoptotic cells present (HK Williams et al, unpublished data, 1999). c-Myc
induces both cell proliferation and apoptosis.
c-Myc requires p53 to induce apoptosis and
the retinoblastoma tumour suppressor gene
Rb-1 nuclear protein pR6 interacts with the
c-myc gene, preventing its transcription, and
thus inhibiting cell proliferation.48 However, on
phosphorylation of pR6, c-Myc is increased
and cell proliferation proceeds.49 In this regard,
it is interesting that we found pR6, c-myc, and
p53 to be expressed in all oral carcinomas, irrespective of diVerentation. However, further
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The relation described earlier between p53
and mdm2 appears to be important because
when normal p53 is bound to mdm2 it is
targeted for destruction by the ubiquitin
dependent pathway.83 However, it appears that
mutant p53 fails to stimulate transcription of
mdm2 and therefore mutant p53 is not
degraded.84 Alternatively, mutated or altered
expression of the mdm2 gene might be responsible for the stabilisation of apparent wild-type
p53 in tumours without p53 mutation.81
Recently, Partridge and colleagues endeavoured to shed light on the mechanisms that
permit detection of mdm2 in these p53 mutation negative cases of oral cancer. They examined 45 cases of oral squamous carcinoma for
p53 mutation, allelic imbalance of the p53 protein, and mdm2 expression. Twenty three per
cent of cases showed an allelic imbalance and
33% of oral tumours showed p53 mutation;
there was low concordance between allelic
imbalance and mutations, suggesting that normal and mutant p53 may coexist in the same
tumour. However, oncogenic human papillomavirus (HPV) has been reported to be present
in 10–42% of tumours without p53 mutation.85
Thus, if the E6 protein forms complexes with
wild-type p53 and promotes p53 degradation,86
this could account for the lack of concordance
between p53 mutation frequency and LOH in
this study.81 86
Mdm2 values were also consistently low in
this study, irrespective of whether p53 was
mutated or not, which suggests that factors
other than p53 regulate mdm2. However,
although the mdm2 status of oral tumours is
not known, these authors suggested that
non-functional wild-type p53 in some oral
cancers might be the result of the inability of
mdm2 to degrade p53, either as a consequence
of mutation or as a result of interaction with
other regulatory molecules.81
Other tumour suppressor genes include
doc-1, the retinoblastoma gene, and APC. The
doc-1 gene is mutated in malignant oral keratinocytes, leading to a reduction of expression
and protein function.87 The precise function of
the Doc-1 protein in oral carcinogenisis is
unclear, but it is very similar to a gene product
induced in mouse fibroblasts by tumour necrosis factor á (TNF-á). Normally, TNF-á
decreases proliferation and increases diVerentiation, and has been shown in oral squamous
cell carcinoma cell lines to be responsible,
either alone or in combination with interferons
á or ã, for antiproliferative activity.11
The retinoblastoma tumour suppressor gene
regulates the cell cycle by the hypophosphorylated protein pRb preventing cells from
transition across the G1 checkpoint, by sequestering transcription factors such as E2F, which
activate S phase genes. Although phosphorylation of pRb cancels this growth suppressive
function, p16INK4 inhibits phosphorylation of
pRB via the CDKs. pRb also suppresses apoptosis, except after DNA damage, when apoptosis is induced. In its hypophosphorylated form,
the Rb protein binds to the c-myc gene, blocking cell progression. However, on phosphorylation, E2F is released, the cells pass the G1 to S
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by deletion, which leads to a reduction or loss
of p53 expression and protein function. The
tumour suppressor gene p53 is known to be
mutated in approximately 70% of adult solid
tumours.65
p53 has been shown to be functionally inactivated in oral tumours, and restoration of p53
in oral cancer lines and tumours induced in
animal models has been shown to reverse the
malignant phenotype.66 Smoking and tobacco
use have been associated with the mutation of
p53 in head and neck cancers,67 68 and in lung
cancer.69
Among several diverse genes that contain
wild-type p53 binding sequences is mdm2 (the
human homologue to the murine double
minute 2 oncogene). This gene encodes a p53
binding protein that forms an autoregulatory
feedback loop with the normal p53 protein.
The gene has been found to be amplified in
many human malignancies, thus abolishing the
antiproliferative function of p53.70 Until recently, information on the association between
p21, p53, and mdm2 in oral cancer has been
scanty; however, a recent study has shown that
this putative tumour suppressor gene p21/
WAF1 is overexpressed in oral squamous
carcinomas. This overexpression is related to
the cell proliferation index and mdm2 expression, but is independent of p53 protein
alteration.71 Other studies have demonstrated
p21 in premalignant and malignant oral
lesions, suggesting that alteration in p21
expression is an early event in oral carcinogenesis, with increased expression occurring via
p53 dependent and independent pathways.72
Overexpression of p21 alone, however, appears
insuYcient to induce tumour progression.73
p21 gene mutation has not been found in oral
cancers and is infrequent in other cancers.71 74
In general, tumour suppressor genes are
thought to act recessively so that both copies of
the gene must be inactivated for malignancy to
occur. LOH and p53 mutations have been
reported in several tumours—for example, in
breast and prostate cancer,75 76 but a lack of
concordance has been found in oral cancers. In
these cases, it has been argued that mutant p53
overrides the activity of the wild-type protein.77
There is also controversy about the relation
between p53 mutation and detection of the p53
protein by immunocytochemistry. Some authors have suggested a high correlation between p53 expression and point missense
mutation,78 whereas others have reported some
discrepancy in oral cancer, with lack of expression demonstrated by immunocytochemistry
having been attributed to insensitive methods
of detecting p53 mutation, or the existence of
truncating mutations that result in the absence
of protein.79–81
However, stabilisation of p53 and detection
by immunocytochemistry might not necessarily be the result of mutation. In Li-Fraumeni
syndrome, p53 is mutant but the protein is
unstable, like the wild-type p53 protein, which
suggests that some other event may be
necessary for stability, and that stability of p53
is not intrinsic to the mutant p53 structure, but
might vary in diVerent cell backgrounds.81 82
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Cell adhesion molecules
Cell surface molecules might also be important
in inhibiting oral keratinocyte proliferation and
angiogenesis. E-caderin—a cell adhesion molecule associated both with invasion and
metastasis—is
downregulated
in
oral
cancers.91–93
Recently, using immunocytochemistry and
confocal microscopy, we have shown that in
primary oral squamous cell carcinomas and
concurrent metastatic disease, P-cadherin is
consistently upregulated, and localisation of
the catenins associated with E-cadherin is
altered.93 Western blot analysis has also confirmed downregulation of ã-catenin, which
suggests that the desmosomal proteins may be
downregulated (HK Williams et al, unpublished data, 1999).
Although the exact genetic events that result
in degradation of the E-cadherin–catenin complex in oral carcinogenesis is not understood,
mutations of E-cadherin, á-catenin, and
â-catenin in other tumours have been
described.94–96 â-Catenin is now widely recognised as an essential element in the Wingless/
Wnt signalling cascade.95 In the absence of Wnt
signalling, APC is phosphorylated by the serine
kinase, glycogen synthase kinase 3-â (GSK3â), and then interacts with â-catenin and indirectly with á-catenin, forming an APC–catenin
complex. However, Wnt signalling antagonises
GSK-3â activity, leading to the cytoplasmic
accumulation of â-catenin. This is known to
occur where mutant APC is present in colon
carcinoma cell lines.96 Recent evidence also
shows that APC controls certain transcriptional activities because loss of APC function in
colon carcinoma cells results in cytoplasmic
â-catenin transducing Wnt signals by associat-
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ing with T cell factor (TCF) and lymphoid
enhancer factor (LEF). These complexes then
pass to the nucleus where they activate Tcf target genes in an uncontrolled manner, which
might contribute to colon tumorigenesis.97
Although few cases of mutant APC have been
described in oral carcinoma, further investigations are required to investigate the function of
â-catenin in oral cancer.
Recently, it has been shown that APC might
indirectly regulate the E-cadherin–catenin
complex because in E-cadherin negative colon
carcinoma cell lines, â-catenin is preferentially
bound to APC. If, however, these cell lines are
transfected with E-cadherin, â-catenin redistributes from the APC bound complex to the
E-cadherin–catenin complex and is accompanied by growth inhibition and decreased
tumorigenicity.98 99 At present, however, it is
unknown whether APC controls the
E-cadherin–catenin complex in oral carcinoma.
Other cell adhesion molecules include the
cation dependent, heterodimeric family of
integrins, which mediate cell–cell and cell–
matrix interactions, and play a role in the
maintenance of tissue integrity and in the
regulation of cell proliferation, growth, diVerentiation, and migration. Integrin expression is
variable between diVerent tumour types but
these molecules are implicated in tumour progression and metastasis.
In oral squamous cell carcinomas, there is
variable loss or reduced expression of â1
integrins and á6â4, especially in poorly diVerentiated carcinomas. The localisation and the
quantity of the á6 chain has been shown to be
altered, with high levels of á6 in contrast to â4,
both in premalignant and malignant oral
mucosa. This suggests that this might be an
early but non-specific marker of oral malignancy, and that abnormal extracellular signals
might be involved.100 Recently, it has been
reported that metastatic oral squamous carcinoma cell lines show strong expression of á2–6
integrins compared with non-metastatic cell
lines, and the pronounced expression seen in
primary oral squamous carcinomas correlates
significantly with the mode of tumour invasion
and nodal involvement.101
The expression of áv is also altered, with
ávâ6 being expressed in malignant oral carcinomas. This integrin is not expressed in
normal epithelium, suggesting that it might
play a role in tumour migration. Reduced
expression is seen for ávâ5 in oral cancers in
contrast to normal epithelium. This integrin
might be important in oral neoplasia because in
vitro studies suggest that áv negative malignant
cell lines can be reversed after transfection of
the integrin.102 103
Squamous cell carcinomas of the oral cavity
are characterised by their ability to spread
locally and regionally, this being associated
with a high rate of fatality, with a breach in the
basement membrane separating epithelial and
mesenchymal compartments being the first
step in tumour invasion.104 105 Not only does the
alteration in expression and/or function of several of these cell adhesion molecules result in
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boundary, transcription factors such as c-Myc
are
increased, and
cell
proliferation
proceeds.49 88
In some reports, lack of pR6 expression has
been observed in 66% of oral squamous carcinomas and 64% of premalignant lesions. p16
expression is absent in 63% of oral squamous
carcinomas and in 59% of premalignant
lesions. Alteration in pRb/p16 expression
correlated with heavy consumption of betel
and tobacco, suggesting that alteration in the
p16/pR6 pathway is an early event in oral tumorigenesis and might be involved in the
development of betel and tobacco related
malignancies.23 This is in contrast to our recent
observations, which show that pRb6 is strongly
expressed in oral squamous carcinomas, irrespective of diVerentiation (HK Williams et al,
unpublished data, 1999). Further studies are
clearly necessary to elucidate its role in oral
carcinogenesis .
LOH with mutation of the adenomatous
polyposis coli (APC) tumour suppressor gene
has not been detected frequently in oral
cancers, although one study89 described LOH
in 25% of oral cancers and Huang et al
suggested a higher number, with 53.8% showing LOH.90 Recently, the function of APC has
become better understood, especially in relation to cell adhesion molecules.
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Viruses
Many viruses have been associated with oral
epithelial dysplasia and squamous carcinoma.
There are over 77 types of HPV based upon
diVerences in DNA sequences. Oral epithelial
dysplasia, which is a precursor to squamous
carcinoma, is infected with HPV, and types 2,
6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 35 have been detected.
Moreover 75% contain the high risk HPV types
16 and 18. HPV is also found in 33–50% of
oral squamous cell carcinomas and again most
of these contain HPV-16 and HPV-18. These
viruses contain gene products (E6 and E7) that
bind wild-type p53 and Rb proteins and eliminate the ability of these proteins to stimulate
DNA repair or apoptosis.35
Another virus that has been implicated in
malignant transformation is human herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6). HHV-6 has been reported in
oral squamous carcinomas but it is unclear
whether this finding has any clinical
relevance.35 106 Possible methods of antiviral
treatment, including antiviral targeted gene
therapy and immunotherapy, may become
possible in the near future.
Tumour growth
The growth of cancer is closely dependent on
the balance between cell growth and cell
death.107 Fas (CD95/APO-1), a transmembrane protein related to the TNF-R/NGF-R
family, has been shown to be part of a major
eVector pathway involved in the regulation of
apoptosis. Fas is activated by its ligand FasL,
which results in the induction of
apoptosis.108 109 Recently, it was reported that
the Fas receptor is not highly expressed in oral
squamous carcinomas although the ligand
FasL was high in oral carcinomas, particularly
in poorly diVerentiated carcinomas. However,
the functional consequences of these findings
are not understood.110 These workers also
showed that apoptosis in oral squamous carcinoma was lower in poorly diVerentiated carcinomas, but they speculated about whether this
was the result of loss of Fas expression or
increased anti-apoptotic factors.110
The Bcl-2 family of proteins appears to
regulate apoptosis via diVerential homodimerisation and heterodimerisation. Bcl-2–Bax
heterodimers are an important anti-apoptotic
moiety, whereas Bax–Bax homodimers promote cell death. Few studies have been undertaken to investigate apoptosis in oral cancers,
although Jordan and colleagues demonstrated
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that Bcl-2 was present in poorly diVerentiated
cancers, whereas Bax was present in diVerentiated oral cancers.111 In a more recent study in
oral cancers from an Asian population, low
concentrations of Bax were demonstrated,
with a high concentration of Bcl-2, irrespective
of tumour diVerentiation.112 In this regard, it
is interesting that recently we have observed
in oral primary and metastatic squamous
carcinomas an increased expression of Bclxs,
Bik, and Bax—proteins that stimulate
apoptosis—in contrast to those that inhibit
apoptosis, including Bcl2, Mcl-l, and Bcl-x
(HK Williams et al, unpublished data, 1999).
However, to date, variability has been found in
the expression of the proteins involved in
apoptosis in oral squamous carcinoma, and
further studies are required to determine the
pathways involved in apoptosis, which contribute to the balance between cell death and cell
proliferation that occurs during tumour
growth.
Conclusions
Our understanding of the molecular basis of
oral squamous carcinoma has increased rapidly
over the past few years. Multiple genetic events
that culminate in carcinogenesis include the
activation of oncogenes and inactivation of
tumour suppressor genes. However, not all
genetic events occur in all squamous oral carcinomas and similar genetic alterations may
occur at diVerent times in the process of carcinogenisis. This was shown in a recent study in
which microsatellite analysis with 52 polymorphic markers at 13 key chromosomal regions
implicated in the pathogenesis of head and
neck cancers revealed that diVerent pathways
lead to cancer, and a variety of allelic
imbalances can be detected in individual
tumours at all TNM stages.113
This may account for the diVerent clinical
behaviour of tumours classified as the same
TNM stage, and these authors advocate the
development of databases summarising the
genetic events associated with oral squamous
carcinomas.113 This may increase our understanding of the molecular basis of these lesions
and establish whether diVerent cancer subtypes
show diVerent growth characteristics. This
approach could ultimately lead to appropriate
gene therapy.
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